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Background: The OPRA (Osseointegrated Prosthesis for Rehabilitation of Amputees) implant provides direct 

anchorage of the prosthesis to the residual extremity skeleton and has recently been published in the first 

prospective report of such a system in transfemoral amputees (Bone Joint J 2014;96-B:106-11). It has also 

been used in upper arm amputees in Sweden since 1995 with a two-stage surgical procedure (S1 and S2) with 

a 6-month interval. We report the results on clinical outcome and future application possibilities.  

Patients and Methods: Eighteen transhumeral amputees with 20 implants have been treated. Medical charts 

and plain radiograms were retrospectively reviewed. The median follow up was 8 years (2-19). In May 2013 the 

system was further developed when the first patient in whom implanted electrodes could pick up neural and 

myogenic signals from the residual limb was operated. These signals were led through the OPRA-implant to a 

bionic limb integrated to the bone thus allowing the patient to control the missing limb with his mind and 

thoughts. Through osseoperception there are afferent signals returning to the brain allowing a modified 

sensitivity (www.youtube.com/watch?v=V4UQU4392wM).  

Results: The 2- and 5-year implant survival was 85% and 82% respectively. Superficial infection of the skin 

penetration site occurred in 15 cases in 5 patients. Incomplete fracture at S1 surgery occurred in 8 cases, and 

defect bony canal at S2 surgery was noted in 3 cases. Only one deep implant infection was noted. The 

functional improvement for the patient with the robotic arm is extraordinary and will be presented.  

Conclusions: The OPRA implant in transhumeral amputees presented a high survival rate and an acceptable 

frequency of infectious complications which makes it an attractive alternative to conventional socket arm 

prostheses. The concept of mind-controlled bionic limbs integrated to the residual bone holds very promising 

rewards for future improvement both of the afferent and efferent function in transhumeral amputees.  

 

 


